
Fantastic  upgrade  to  stock
radio

I installed this Pumpkin Android 10 single din car stereo on
my 1999 Chevrolet Blazer and I’m surprised how easy it was.
The  touch  screen  is  good,  fairly  responsive  and  stable
mounted. Easy to set up and assemble.

It boots up super fast and I can rotate the screen and I can
detach the screen so I don’t have to worry about theft to my
1999 blazer and I just put another one in my 2014 Caravan
makes it look like a newer model.
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The stereo is very sleek and stylish. We had no issues with
installation and noticed a big difference in sound from the
stock stereo. We’ve downloaded navigation apps, Spotify, and a
few others to customize usage. We even played a video through
Google Movies while using our cell phone as a Hotspot.

The customer service is #1! They are very responsive to all my
questions.

If you’re looking to upgrade your factory radio, check this
unit out. You’ll love it!

The  best  stereo  system  for
your car -- Android 10 car
stereo
When looking forward to buying an Android stereo for your car,
Android 10 is an exceptional selection you need to try out.
Android 10 system car stereo appears recently. Unlike other
previous Android versions, Google requires the third party
manufactures to pass the Google GMS verification so that to
get the full features of Android 10.
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This  Android  10  double  din  car  stereo  provides  efficient
running thanks to the 4GB RAM. It also features 64GB ROM so
that you can easily install more apps. The durable stereo
system allows for the hands-free call for easy receiving of
calls. With audio streaming, you can easily get your favorite
music online from YouTube.

Additionally, it is an ergonomic car android system that you
can  easily  control  when  driving.  The  universal  2  din  car
stereo is great for use in different cars. It also comes with
a GPS navigation system for enhanced performances. Lastly, it
also  has  a  quality  HD  touchscreen  for  better  control  and
performance.
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How to Keep Your Car Clean-
AutoPumpkin
Today you are going to learn some easy and practical ways to
keep your car clean. Nowadays most people are always in a
hurry  and  can  hardly  find  time  for  their  car.  But  its
maintenance is very important. After all, you probably travel
with your vehicle every day. It does not feel comfortable to
see all the mess inside, does it? Here are a few tips about
how to maintain your car in good condition:

Do not eat inside – unfortunately a lot of people have this
bad habit. Eating inside is one of the most unpleasant things
you can do in your car. You might throw out the wrappers
immediately, but that would not help a lot. Just think about
all the crumbs and stains that may be left behind. If you want
to keep the interior clean and shining, you’d better avoid
this action.
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Hang a trash bag – even if you do not eat inside, there is
always some junk and useless stuff. Hanging a remove bag on
the back of your seat would be a very wise solution to this
problem. You can use it for papers, water bottles and all the
other trash that may be acquired there. At the end of the
week, you just take the bag out and throw it away. It is that
easy!

Knock your shoes before getting in – of course, you cannot get
in your car with completely clean shoes, especially when it
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rains or snows outside. But you might do a little trick to
reduce the dirt. Just sit down on the seat with your legs
outside. Then knock your feet together. That should at least
free the footwells from some spoils and grime.

Wash your floor mats regularly – even if you follow the last
advice, you cannot fully protect the floor mats from getting
dirty. But there is an easy way to clean them. First a little
vacuuming to take away the big chunks. Then you scrub the mats
with soap and water and let them dry. Follow this scheme
regularly and you will manage to maintain them neat and clean.
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Keep your car in a garage – if your car stays outside all the
time, it will need a proper cleaning a lot more frequently.
Keeping it in the garage is the best way to protect it from
all the dirt that Mother Nature can bring. And if you do not
have a garage, just try to find some enclosed space. It will
help a lot for the outlook of your vehicle.

These are the recommendations for maintaining a clean and
nice-looking car. Try to follow them and you will quickly
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notice the positive effect. Of course, in case of a real mess
or car damage (it happens to everyone), you can always call
professional mobile car valeting service. Just think about
what will be the best option for your car and take all the
necessary measures.

View  more  products  at  our  global  online  store:
http://www.autopumpkin.com/
UK store: http://www.autopumpkin.co.uk
DE store: http://www.autopumpkin.de/
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